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Summary

Introduction: We have developed the first available

longitudinal dry-electrode electroencephalography

(EEG) dataset, seeking to investigate the brain in

action and in context, resulting in over 150 datasets.

Focus: This project focuses on the validity of the

dataset by investigating EEG data during specific

tasks in the alpha-band (8-12 Hz) domain, finding

discoveries and consistencies with the current

literature1,2.

Results: After scalp mapping the average EEG of the 

tasks, we notice a recurrent shift in alpha power from 

the prefrontal cortex (PFC) to the occipital region, 

correlating with recent literature. This results prove 

the validity of the longitudinal dataset.

Future Objectives: We are working to open-source 

the multimodal dataset to allow others to discover 

potential findings.

Above, the process of the timing the baseline activity

is determined. Time markers of baseline were first

estimated from journal entry data. Next, time

measurements were estimated by finding where the

artist closed her eyes3. This would be evident where

occipital (O region) alpha power is more stronger

compared to other regions.

Findings through Scalp Maps
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Potential Comparisons using Scalp Maps

A local Houston-based artist volunteered as the

primary participant in this study as she worked on her

installation project. Simultaneous with MoBI-EEG

data, video data using a home-security camera,

weather information, and personal journal entries

were gathered at the artist’s command to capture all

aspects of real-world data.

Task Segmentation

One of the primary goals of the dataset is to have the

data readily available for public use.

Data was separated into various folders, consisting of

Readme data descriptors, segmentation directories,

and MATLAB files and codes to analyze the data.

Using contextual data (video and journal entries),

data was time-annotated into seven labeled acts:

1. Using Computer in the Office

2. Reading Papers

3. Using Computer Outside of Office

4. Prototyping

5. Working with Scents

6. Walking with MoBI Cap

7. Wearing MoBI Cap on the Treadmill

After extracting the EEG data, we focused on how

alpha-band frequencies were localized among the

different tasks. These charts show that all tasks have

similar localization features, differing between the

prefrontal cortex (Fz region) and left parietal region.

After estimating baseline locations, the EEG activity

was plotted as a scalp map, then directly compared to

the different tasks. Below, we can see alpha power

localization shifting toward the parietal region for the

actions, suggesting an increase in spatial thinking

during the activity4.
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Baseline measurements were suggested later in the

data collection. These one-minute measurements

(eyes closed/eyes staring at a wall) allowed the EEG

data during tasks to have a comparison variable.

However, due to a lack of time-precise

annotations/video data when performing the baseline

measurement, we were not able to accurately track

this.

Scientific Impact

The findings suggest that data extracted from the

MoBI technology is feasible, propelling brain-machine

interfaces closer to the real-world as non-invasive,

wireless, wearable systems.

Public EEG data can help provide insight on how the

brain works during everyday functions, ultimately

leading to advances in rehabilitation engineering.


